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London-based think tank Source Global Research predicts the consultancy market will shrink
with 20% in 2020. Numerous consultancy ﬁrms have seen months of upcoming work been
eradicated by one single client call.
Still, 99% of consultants serve just 1% of organizations. With automated consultancy you'll
expand your reach and cover your loss. The trend to shed the old business practices was in the
works for years; Covid-19 now makes it inescapable. Read our interview with British Petroleum’s
chief purchaser of consultancy services who simply says: “Rate cards are dead!”.
With Covid-19 there is a lot - a lot! - to win for consultants with automated consultancy. Do
more – instead of less – with your current clients. And expand to new ones. Starting now,
consider ‘digital’ as the main route to the client. Web shops give unprecedented access, 24*7;
online conﬁgurators take clients by the hand; chatbots and 1-800 customer service lines
immediately answer to any question there might be.
Our feature article explains how you as a consultant can get truly digital. And that’s way more
than you think. We‘ll treat you on 3 different client journeys, Learn, Like and Love. And our
Funnel Boost algorithms tell you what to sell next to which clients and even why you should do
do.
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GET DIGITAL

STEP 1: SCOPE
A. SCOPE BOT
B. CONFIGURATOR – PART 1
C. TEXT-TO-QUESTIONNAIRE
D. SCREENING USER INPUT
E. TEST-DRIVE BENCHMARK

A - SCOPE BOT
Driven by the consultants’ wish to scale, and their clients’ wish to ﬁrst research online before they
engage in a sales conversation, the scope bot engages in online client conversation about strategic
issues and so boils down to what speciﬁc topic the client needs to address in his/her organization. As
the bot scales to many more client conversations than any partner can handle, it delivers tremendous
new market information with an unprecedented granularity and speed.

DIGITAL SOURCING

EVEN MORE CRUCIAL IN COVID-19 TIMES

The current Covid-19 crisis offers opportunities for those consultants that do not want to undergo the
current market shrinkage (estimated to be around 20%). With almost no opportunity to physically visit
the client and the fact that 99% of consultants only serve approx. 1% of the organizations, going digital
is the way to go. So, how digital can consultants get?
The “Customer Journeys”-article on page 21gives you detailed alternatives on how you can digitize
your customers’ journey. But you might be misled in taking this with a long-term view. Because so
much more stands to be launched in the coming two to three years.

B - CONFIGURATOR
Jeans, cars, sneakers, baby strollers: if it becomes just a little complex these products have a conﬁgurator. That part of a web shop where you can customize your products. Different wheels? Click!
Another colour? Click. Options? Click. Click. Click. So, the crossing from products to services is simple.
Clients want to customize their services, just like their product. Amazon’s Prime is a sort of pre-deﬁned
conﬁgurator that blends delivery options, service extensions and discounts. And if conﬁgurators come
to services, they will come to consultancy as well.
C - TEXT-TO-QUESTIONNAIRE
As all of our development is so cool, we decided to dedicate an entire article to it in this AMAIZE,
called “Writing on the wall, how A.I. can compose and build questionnaires”.
D - SCREENING USER INPUT
The initial curation of A.I.-generated questionnaires will be overseen by other A.I. After all, we don’t
want a consultant downgrade answers to make these less veriﬁable. A.I. will comment on the consultant’s curation in order to engage in a dialogue that eventually delivers questionnaires that meet
certain required standards.
E - TEST-DRIVE BENCHMARK
An extension to the scope bot. In order to engage into a more meaningful assessment of the client’s
situation the scope bot might suggest one or two mini assessments as a benchmark to gauge the
severity of the clients’ issue at hand. Simultaneously, it wows the client with real-time and already
relatively detailed analysis & design.
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GET DIGITAL

GET DIGITAL

STEP 3: CONSULT

STEP 2: ORDER

A. SELF-EXPLAINING GRAPHS
B. WORKSHOP LIBRARY
C. MERCHANDISING
D. CONTENT SPECIFIC INTERPRETATION
E. ALTERNATIVE TARGET SETTING MODELS
F. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

A. CONFIGURATOR – PART 2
B. PROPOSAL GENERATOR
C. P.O. COMPATIBILITY
D. COMPANY STORE
E. SUBCRIPTIONS

A - EVEN MORE CONFIGURATOR
A ﬁrst-generation service conﬁgurator lets the client basically do what he/she wants. The more
intelligent service conﬁgurator, however, actively assists to avoid clients to make mistakes, suggests
‘hooks’ for follow-on work and even predicts costs, an indicative return-on-investment and high-level
implementation planning; all based on an internal taxonomy driven by meta-tagging past projects.
B - PROPOSAL GENERATOR
After the scope bot narrows down the client’s problem and the conﬁgurator translates that into an
implementable solution then it’s only more than logical that a proposal generator converts all that
information in a ready-to-sign proposal.
C - PURCHASE ORDER COMPATIBILITY
It is yet unclear how pricing will develop once consultants go fully digital. On the one hand, digitalization makes the ‘production of advice’ cheaper; all the extra bells & whistles will make it more
expensive. If we assume that the nett effect balances out – overall prices remain at their current level
– then we can’t assume managers or buyers will use their personal corporate credit card to pay for
the consultancy. After all, prices for consultancy prices will more than often exceed individual
employees’ spending limits. Hence, the consultants’ webshop needs an additional workﬂow to cater
for the client’s purchase order process.
D - COMPANY STORE
With A.I. producing constantly high quality questionnaires, consultants will be able to offer
tailor-made knowledge stores for their larger clients. For example, based on the client’s strategy
policy, annual report, scope bot conversations and test-drive benchmarks, A.I. can mature from a
scope bot to a store bot. The store is the perfect lock-in for any client while the production costs and
implementation of such a store can be minimal.
E - SUBSCRIPTIONS
As the production costs of all these services will quickly approach extremely affordable levels, consultants will swap to subscription models for even more lock-in and to sell all kinds of add-ons (e.g.
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online Do-It-Yourself workshops) as differentiator between subscription packages.

SELF-EXPLAINING GRAPHS
Transparency Lab’s automated consultancy platform PRAIORITIZE interprets graphs to populate dashboards with easy-to-understand advice. But the discerning user will want to dive deeper into the Why &
How. That’s when not only the dashboards explain themselves, but graphs do too! Look at the example
on page 8 where clicking interactive captions is reﬂected in the build-up of the graph. Initially, A.I. will
analyse the graph based on business rules but will be upgraded with self-learning abilities.
WORKSHOP LIBRARY
With post-its and ﬂipcharts increasingly becoming tools of the past, workshops go online. A manager
can conduct these DIY workshops with one single click. Tailor-made as the workshop is linked to the
data of the manager’s own team. Clickstreams from these workshops are accumulated and compared
by consultants in order to reﬁne the workshop and to determine who needs some extra attention over
and above the Do-It-Yourself approach. Sample topics of such workshops include Praiority Picking
where the team discusses how to act upon a list of to-do’s and Group Commitment where a team
discusses how to put their collective weight behind a new way of working.
MERCHANDISING
While the workshops are online, they will be brought into the ofﬂine world as well: enter merchandising. When consultants offer a web shop to sell online assessments, they have the channel to sell accessories that managers can use to spice up their workshops, team meetings, etc. Think of awards, personalized certiﬁcates and diplomas or ribbons to split the group up in smaller chunks for a group game.
The possibilities are endless and with the vast part of the fulﬁlment process automated a nice additional
source of income.
CONTENT-SPECIFIC INTERPRETATION
Current BI2A’s (Business Issue Interpretation Algorithms) aim to be as agnostic as possible to country-,
industry- or issue-speciﬁc inﬂuences to assure they can be applied everywhere. A new breed does the
opposite: it focuses speciﬁcally on certain issues and/or industries. We presented such a case in our
June 2019 issue of AMAIZE magazine: despite that every team is considered completely ‘unique’ we
found that team effectiveness comes in just 6 ﬂavours.
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CONCLUSION

Such issue-speciﬁc interpretation will only ﬂourish when consultants sufﬁciently scale. There is a lot of
data required (depending on the issue, 100 to 500 client projects) in order to train these interpretation

TEAM 1 HAS AN ISSUE WITH TOPIC 1

algorithms but are a bellwether for organizational alignment and resistance-to-change.

DIMENSION 7 IS A PROBLEM FOR EVERYONE

ALTERNATIVE TARGET SETTING MODELS
Transparency Lab developed its SmartSet4© algorithm to compare improvement targets in e.g. digital

WE ALL SCORE WELL ON DIMENSION 3, 6, 9

transformation projects. In such projects, it’s the aim of the organization to harmonize the organization
towards a new way of working. In essence, the target is the same for the entire organisation: “this is how
we are going to work”. However, when it comes to doing an inventory of competencies, for example,
the target is not the same for everyone. In fact, the targets must be different to ensure that the organization has a diverse enough workforce. So, for such situation, a different algorithm design is necessary.
We’ll see different target setting classes appear in the coming years.
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Comments made by employees when answering a questionnaire and notes taken by a manager
during an online Do-It-Yourself workshop. Two examples of open text input where the quality of con-

CONCLUSION

tent is usually superseded by the accuracy with which the underlying sentiment of the comments and
notes can be calculated. Using various techniques developed in computational linguistics (such as

TEAM 1 HAS AN ISSUE WITH TOPIC 1

stemming, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, stop-word ﬁltering, negation handling and parsing),
algorithms can not only classify a text as positive, negative, mixed or neutral but can also indicate

DIMENSION 7 IS A PROBLEM FOR EVERYONE

underlying emotional states like happy, sad, angry, disappointed, surprised and proud. This sentiment
analysis is then a bellwether for organizational alignment and resistance-to-change.

WE ALL SCORE WELL ON DIMENSION 3, 6, 9

ELIMINATE THE NOISE
Here is an example of self-explaining graphs. The graph is a Grid Map where two teams answers
a questionnaire with two topics covering nine dimensions. The answers have been translated into
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a score (scale 0 to 10) and a RedAmberGreen indicator.

For example, the second button (“Dimension 7 is a problem for everyone”) is an algorithm

The full-color Grid Map might be difﬁcult to grasp for novice users. Hence, a set of algorithms

that looks for red columns (at least 60% is red and the rest orange, no greens). The third

populated the three most important conclusions of this Grid Map (the three buttons). Clicking a

button (“We all score well on dimensions 3, 6, 9”) is the result of an algorithm looking for

button (e.g., “Dimension 7 is a problem for everyone”) highlights the relevant area of the Grid

‘green’ scores in the Grand total row.

Map and greys out everything else.

With the conclusions drawn (automatically, in real-time), the consultant can leave the inter-

Algorithm designers will construct a graph in such a way that it contains tags for an algorithm to

pretation to the user of the dashboard. The latter just needs to click a few buttons and be

work with. In a Grid Map, the algorithm looks for orange or red rows, columns and blocks.

informed.
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GET DIGITAL

STEP 4: IMPLEMENT
A. EXPANDED NUDGING
B. GAMIFICATION
C. PATTERN LIBRARY
D. ACTIVITY ALERTS
E. PROGRESS ALERTS
F. FUNNEL BOOST

EXPANDED NUDGING

A team with a “No PDCA”-effectiveness pattern (see our June 2019 AMAIZE) will predictably score
lower on technology adoption than, say, a team with a “Low conﬂicts & celebration”-pattern. Consultants who harness these patterns in the ﬁrst place and then know how to structure and correlate these
patterns within an overarching taxonomy will undoubtedly thrive.
ACTIVITY ALERTS
The expanded nudging – discussed above – alerts when nudging motivates managers insufﬁciently to
take the action that matter. Conversely, the activity alerts tell consultants when managers take action,
how they take action what it did to the bottom line (e.g. the number of priority list items discussed with

The more advanced A.I.-powered organizational- and team dashboards monitor their use by analyz-

the team in a workshop). Structuring these alerts and – again, aggregating their outcomes in a taxono-

ing click behavior of the managers who ‘own’ these dashboards. This click behavior drives a rule

my – will greatly enhance the predictability of when and how a transformation will be completed; the

engine that friendly nudges the manager to have a look in other places of his dashboard. The consul-

‘nec plus ultra’ for every discerning consultant.

tant gets alerted when certain managers click too little, do not click on crucial dashboard parts (like a
transformation to-do list) or not click at all. Next, nudging is expanded to the dashboards of individual
employees: friendly nudges advice employees what’s the fastest way to get things done and which

PROGRESS ALERTS
Related to their activity alert brethren, the progress alerts indicate when assessment scores are above

colleague could help to improve rather than having the employee reinvent the wheel herself. Then,

or below par. In combination with activity alerts, they form the basis for transformation prediction

the consultant has even richer alerts to work with. Actively clicking manager with a passive (non-click-

algorithms.

ing) team? Perhaps the transformation doesn’t permeate to the work ﬂoor. Passive manager but
active team? Intervene before the energy on the work ﬂoor dies out. The overall consequence of this
expanded nudging is that the core of the transformation is a consultant-managed self-service plat-

FUNNEL BOOST
After the ‘Consult’-phase, it is not always clear what – and to which – extent there is follow-on work.

form. But, when some parts of the organization go astray, alerts keep the human attention focuses on

Artiﬁcial Intelligence changes all that. In fact, A.I. speciﬁes in great detail what to sell next and already

these parts.

during the analysis & design cycle. What to sell, to whom and why. Consultants have to tell an algo-

GAMIFICATION

rithm what they want to sell and what it costs, and the complete funnel is laid out, in real-time.

When the core of a transformation is a consultants’ managed self-service platform, it must be made
very attractive to work with such a platform. Gamiﬁcation is often mentioned as stimulating factor but
just as often misunderstood in how to apply that gamiﬁcation. Games are often associated with competition; with my-win-is-your-loss. Shooter games and racing games, for example. Yet, there also
other games with a social fabric at the core (Snapchat), with the intention to create something, alone
or together (e.g., Minecraft), and with increasing levels of difﬁculty and matching rewards (in a game
like Portal). We’ll see more of these latter – positive – aspects of gamiﬁcation descending on the work
ﬂoor. An example is a playful and interactive knowledge network like a Buddy Map (see right page).
PATTERN LIBRARY
Earlier, we talked about content-speciﬁc interpretation: algorithms that detect patterns in narrowly
deﬁned areas like team effectiveness, technology adoption, innovation or contract management.
Over time, consultants will come to realize that these patterns do not stand alone.
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THE FUNNELBOOST
A.I. SHOWS WHAT TO SELL NEXT

The principle behind the Funnel Boost is explained best with a simple example. Say, as a consultant
you conduct some sort of organizational effectiveness assessment. A part of the questionnaire contains
questions about leadership. Every manager that scores below a certain threshold on these leadership
questions is eligible for a leadership training. Suppose that, in a digital transformation assessment, out
of 50 teams, 37 score low on setting objectives and detailing an implementation planning. Now you
know where to pitch that fantastic “Program Ofﬁce”-offering of yours. Add it all up and you will arrive
at a schedule like this:

The automated consultancy platform neatly lays out what to sell to whom and why. Evaluate for an
offering whether there is enough market for it (the colleagues in Marketing will be grateful to you). If
respondents score low and their ambition scores aren’t much higher, you know better how to communicate your sales pitch (Sales department happy too).
Compare per team (department, role, location, division, etc.) how many offerings you could potentially
pitch. Then, select your “must-win”-opportunities. Compare over time these potential opportunities
with the ones you eventually realized to close and you know even better how your funnel will look like
right at the end of the Analysis & Design cycle.
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Goals and objectives can also be different within the workplace
when it comes to mentoring.
The organization may have overarching goals and objectives
concerning a workplace mentoring program. Furthermore, each
mentor-mentee match may also deﬁne their own goals and
objectives within the mentorship.

1

PICK YOUR
SOURCE TEXT

For example, an organization may want to see higher employee
engagement. Leadership would then create objectives and a
strategy so they could determine if they are successful or not. In the
same organization, a mentee may have the goal of getting a
promotion in the company. The mentor would help the mentee
deﬁne objectives to help them get there.

WRITING ON THE WALL

HOW A.I. CAN COMPOSE AND BUILD QUESTIONNAIRES
The answer to most strategic or non-routine business issues can’t be found in the corporate data warehouse. You have to ask people. And, therefore, you have to make a questionnaire. Roughly 99% of
consultants’ questionnaires are in the despicable Likert format (read our June 2019 issue of AMAIZE)
making them unﬁt for any serious application of Artiﬁcial Intelligence. To help consultants detox from
Likert-based questionnaires, combined with the need for tailor-made questionnaires in a format that
A.I. does accept, A.I. also comes to rescue to produce the questionnaires in the ﬁrst place. Simply put:
a consultant uploads a text (e.g. an article from the Harvard Business Review, a strategy summary from
the client) and A.I. converts it into a questionnaire. Initial curation of that output by consultants will feed

2

a self-learning algorithm to produce even better questionnaires. Spiders will then look for white
papers, winning articles and successful books and translate these into an ever-growing library of

APPLY SMART
ALGORITHMS

assessment topics, in turn feeding the need for scope bots.
At the left we show an example of text-to-questionnaire. The source is a text that comes from a handbook on employee engagement. The A.I. has learned to identify business keywords. “Objectives” is
such a word; “furthermore” or “deﬁne” are not. And the A.I. has been taught that some words go
together: “goals” and “objectives”; “mentor” and “mentee”, “organization” and “company”. In technical

SETTING OBJECTIVES
Have strategic organizational objectives been deﬁned?
No
Only qualitative objectives
Both qualitative and quantitative objectives
(SMART:Speciﬁc, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant,Timely)

3
VOILA!
YOUR
TAILOR-MADE
QUESTIONNAIRE

Have team objectives been translated into a year planning?
No
Translated into a rough outline
Speciﬁc objectives per month, quarter, etc.
Have team objectives been translated in the employee's own
tasks & responsibilities?
No
Informally
Formal written translation into tasks & responsibilities
MANAGING OBJECTIVES
How are objectives reviewed?
Objectives are not reviewed
Objectives are Informally reviewed
Objectives are reviewed as part of formal part of meetings,
progress reports, etc.
Is there a 'mentor/mentee'-system in the team?
No
Working on it
Yes, program exists and functions well
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terms, these are ‘named entities’. Comparing the keywords with a database of 22.000+ questions in
6.000 groups creates the resulting questionnaire. Then, a keyword-map shows which keywords have
been covered by the questionnaire and which not. In this example, the resulting rate is 9 out of 13
keywords or a 69% coverage. Obviously, with such a coverage percentage, a consultant will have to
do some curation here. Once coverage percentages move beyond 90%, clients can do their own
curation. Beyond 95% coverage curation will hardly be needed anymore. The quality of the source text,
the size of the question database and the richness of the named entities all contribute to the keyword
coverage.

KEYWORD
COVERAGE
Keywords covered: 9
Keywords not covered: 4

Goals and objectives can also be different within the workplace
when it comes to mentoring.
The organization may have overarching goals and objectives
concerning a workplace mentoring program. Furthermore, each
mentor-mentee match may also deﬁne their own goals and
objectives within the mentorship.
For example, an organization may want to see higher employee
engagement. Leadership would then create objectives and a
strategy so they could determine if they are successful or not. In
the same organization, a mentee may have the goal of getting a
promotion in the company. The mentor would help the mentee
deﬁne objectives to help them get there.
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STRAIGHT OUTTA UNI

REVIEWING RECENTLY PUBLISHED ACADEMIC PAPERS AND BOOKS

#1

Gellweiler, C., & Krishnamurthi, L. (2020).
How digital innovators achieve customer value.
Journal of theoretical and applied electronic commerce research, 15(1), 0-0.

#2

Wirtz, B. W. (2019).
B2B Digital Business Models.
In Digital Business Models (pp. 161-173). Springer, Cham.

[ABSTRACT] “This editorial presents special features of digitization in context with innovation.

[ABSTRACT] “Business models not only are highly relevant in the B2C area, but also in the B2B sector

Digital innovators go beyond new product development and emerging technologies. They

(Timmers in Electron Mark 8(2):3–8, 1998, Timmers in Electronic commerce—strategies and models for

change business systems and make use of sociocultural trends to deliver value. New technologies

business-to-business trading. Chichester, 1999). The main difference lies in the underlying relationship.

and creative business models provide essential ingredients for digital innovation. However,

While B2C business models are based on a range of services to private end users (private clients),

crucial are the combinations of these innovations in terms of the advantages that customers

B2B business models focus exclusively on transactions between companies (Kian et al. in Mark Intell

perceive. The conventional e-commerce model should integrate more digital innovations by

Plann 28(3):310–329, 2010).

continuously collecting and evaluating data from intelligent, sensor-equipped objects to enhance
customer experience. Additional channels, new points of presence, and convenient payment

Similar to the procedure of deducting the previous 4C-Net B2C Business Model typology that distin-

methods are components for designing promising digital services.

guished between the individual value chains and business offers, this section outlines four B2B-based
business models that are derived by carefully distinguishing four core business orientations: sourcing,

In this article, we provide a set of propositions derived from prominent cases in practice. We seek

sales, supportive collaboration and service broker.”

to inspire exploratory studies in the young research ﬁeld of digital innovation. Digitization of the
physical world has tremendous impact on numerous industries; digitization enables new services
and changes the rules of the competition. Innovations, in general, concern changes driven by
digital technologies in product features, distribution, communication, pricing, or product positioning, with the goal of providing beneﬁts to customers, either economic, functional, or psychological. Digital strategies, and the corresponding capabilities, involve offering services in which
customers’ needs are central.
Moreover, digitization allows companies to gain more control of their processes, thus increasing
the ﬁrms’ operational effectiveness. However, the core and the consequences of digitization are
still unclear, which leads to noticable uncertainty within various business areas.”
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#3

Zaki, M. (2019).
Digital transformation: harnessing digital technologies for the next generation
of services. Journal of Services Marketing.

#4

Arya, V., Sethi, D., & Paul, J. (2019).
Does digital footprint act as a digital asset? –Enhancing brand experience
through remarketing.
International Journal of Information Management, 49, 142-156.

[ABSTRACT] “The purpose of this paper is to discuss digital transformation and its four trajectories –

[ABSTRACT] “The purpose of this paper is to examine the utilization of the marketing adaptability of

digital technology, digital strategy, customer experience and data-driven business models – that could

branded mobile applications (apps) in order to understand the relationship between consumers and

shape the next generation of services. This includes a discussion on whether both the market and

their attachment to branded apps. We develop a model grounded in the purchaser-brand relation-

organizations are all ready for the digital change and what are the opportunities that will enable ﬁrms to

ship theory of remarketing in order to develop the consumer-brand relationship through mediator

create and capture value though new business models. Providing services is a proven and effective way

brand experience (BE) and moderator digital footprint. A survey was conducted with 421 participants

to secure a competitive position, deliver long-term stable revenues and open up new market opportu-

from different regions in India. AMOS 21.0 and SPSS plugin called “Process Analysis System” pro-

nities.

posed by Hayes (2013) were used to analyze the hypotheses. The results corroborate the proposed

!

research model. It approves brand association with brand connection for those brands that are easily

However, it is also clear that some organisations are struggling to digitally transform. Therefore, the
commentary provides a brief insight into how ﬁrms explore the possibilities of digital transformation
and navigate these uncharted waters.”

identiﬁable. The result also conﬁrms that the comprehensive consumption values are the major
inﬂuencing factors in the adoption of branded apps. The study enhances the comprehension of the
impact of brand connotation on consumer behavior in terms of the usage of various branded apps
and the practical and non-useful esteem attached to them.”

CALL FOR PAPERS
HOW TO QUALIFY FOR A PUBLICATION IN AMAIZE?
If your own research or project data link to topics like business innovation, digital
transformation and technology adoption and is – or could be - part of scientiﬁc
research or a published article, you are more than welcome to submit your material.
Not only consultants or managers but also students and PhD candidates are warmly
invited to submit their proposals. Please do not consider AMAIZE as a peer-reviewed journal but as an additional channel to reach a broader audience.
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Check our colophon for contact details.
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How is the procurement of service structured at BP?
“First of all, BP divides procurement in two distinct halves. There are our global business services which is
procurement that directly relates to our core processes, say, equipment for an oil platform. And then there is
everything else. Then, if we zoom in on professional services, we see that 10 core companies do 90% of the
consultancy work at BP. We work with most of the strategy houses (like BCG, McKinsey, Bain), as well as with
three of the Big-4 ﬁrms (number four (Deloitte) is their auditor), IBM, Accenture and some niches players.”
BP is a massive operation with huge projects. Each of the consultancy ﬁrms who serve you manages a different aspect of these projects. How do you ensure coordination among them?
“Indeed, there is a need for coordination but that isn’t happening in procurement as it isn’t managed in a
structured way. Different people on the business side of BP do this on their own. We aim to create eco-systems in which these consultancy ﬁrms participate. That means that BP builds its strategic capability, perhaps
over time even our own in-house consultancy department, with the task of translating the business strategy
into consultancy work and overseeing and integrating the deliverables from our consultancy suppliers.”
If that is the case, how do you then reward the consultancy ﬁrms? How do they price their services? Do you
discuss rate cards in advance?
“First of all and let me make this perfectly clear: rate cards are DEAD! We value our consultancy suppliers
purely against deliverables and benchmarks (so-called Asset Based Consulting, ed.). There are projects,
primarily in the IT space, that are carried out using agile methodologies. And in these cases, we may still
utilise rate cards. However, for strategy, operations, HR, etc. consulting, we structure engagements based on
deliverables and outcomes. We continually challenge ourselves and our consulting partners to work on
outcome-based terms, and to ensure they deliver real value that is closely linked to our corporate strategy”
How do outcomes of consultancy deliverables and -projects get aggregated? How are insights scaled across
BP?
“Business units think they are unique and most of the time they indeed have speciﬁc issues. But whatever is
uploaded to a shared drive is mostly the solution to a last problem, not the warning signs for a similar new
problem. Currently, project outcomes are rarely shared across functions or geographies. We see a lot of
potential to centralize deliverables within functional areas. Say, like, IT, HR and Finance. In the IT space, we
start using Microsoft teams to do so. But it still comes to the leadership to drive the sharing. Preferably
supported by an in-house consultancy department I mentioned earlier.”
What consultants’ services could be delivered digitally that aren’t today?
“That is a great question and the focus of much debate and change at BP. We care less and less for documentation, for long reports, for the proverbial slide decks. Although often digital, these are what I call ‘static
assets’. The numbers in these static assets will be completely irrelevant in 6 months’ time. On the contrary,
what we really want are ‘interactive assets’. Truly digital and 100% more interesting. Stuff we can work with.
We like to have the data so we can play and correlate outcomes ourselves. So far, unfortunately, we see these
interactive assets mainly in the IT space, for example, in skill development around Agile, and not yet in other
areas.”
Consultancy business models are often based on friction although we live in a global economy that focuses
on removing friction. Which frictions do consultants need to get rid of?
“We deﬁnitely need self-service tools. McKinsey Solutions is a good example of this. You do not pay for time
but pay a licensing fee, and it gives quick access to insights. Reducing friction is also about getting good and
clean data you can do something with. Our consulting partners can help us do things more quickly. As BP,
and other players in the energy market, undergo immense changes through the energy transition, the speed
at which we commercialise new technologies and low-carbon businesses is going to be critical to our survival.
And that scale of change is deﬁnitely not going to happen with the traditional consultancy proposal cycles
and slide decks.”
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INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW

Rate cards are DEAD!

Adam Brown
Category Lead
Professional Services
British Petroleum

British Petroleum (BP) is a multinational oil and gas company headquartered in London,
England. It is one of the world's seven oil and gas "supermajors" whose performance in
2012 made it the world's sixth-largest oil and gas company, the sixth-largest energy
company by market capitalization and the company with the world's 12th-largest
revenue. Revenue slightly over US$ 300 billion. BP has 73.000 employees

As Category Lead Professional Services at BP, Adam manages a multinational, multimillion-dollar consultancy spent by employing most of the well-known consultancy ﬁrms.
He previously worked at British multinational retailer Kingﬁsher and is a PwC alumnus. At
BP he is more and more involved in the Energy transition/new ventures space.
After work, Adam is committed to human rights en environmental conservation.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
GET TRULY DIGITAL IN JUST 3 STEPS

THE C.R.E.E.P. JOURNEY
The traditional customer journey consists of a client Call, a client visit with a lot of Rhetorical

questions (“Would you like improve?”), then an Examination of available data (usually a round of
interviews) followed by a lot of Excel work resulting in a PowerPoint presentation to the board.

All the possibilities that automated consultancy brings to improve the customer experience aren’t
things you unleash in a single blow to your clients. It's smarter to do that in phases. Enter the “customer journey”. Such a trip consists of “customer touchpoints": the moments where consultant and client
share information, where a service is being provided or where a transaction is carried out.
In this article, we compare the traditional Ms-Ofﬁce driven customer journey with three modern
customer journeys, all fuelled by a heavy dose of artiﬁcial intelligence. We divided the touchpoints in
eight groups:

Add this up and you get the C.R.E.E.P. customer journey.

THE LEARN, LIKE AND LOVE JOURNEYS
The possibilities to create your own customer journey using automated consultancy are endless.
So, to see the forest from the trees, we discuss here three different journeys. Three journeys that
foster an increasing level of client intimacy. These three journeys we call” Learn”', “Like” and
“Love”.

1. THE LEARN JOURNEY
ARCHITECTURE

BUSINESS MODEL

COMMUNICATION

DATA

The Learn journey is there to get the client acquainted with you as a consultancy ﬁrm. This journey
lets your client immediately notice that you stand out from the rest. It starts with a marketing
campaign, e.g. with a direct mail or an invitation for an event that you organize yourself or sponsoring (in itself a touch point too). The campaign has a “call-to-action”: invite the client to visit your
consultancy web shop. The shop is arranged so that the knowledge area that you want to pro-

EUROS

FEATURES

HRM

GOVERNANCE

mote (such as ‘marketing innovations for insurers’ or ‘contract management for municipalities’)
are prominently featured products. The client becomes interested because he reads the key
words relating to his problem and may ﬁll out that free self-assessment you offer him. The client is
pleasantly surprised that within seconds a personal dashboard arrives with a benchmark, a proﬁle

BLANK CANVAS

a ﬁrst series of free advice. Compare this to an appetizer in a gourmet restaurant: it lets the client

(THIS IS WHERE YOU START THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY)

craving for more. Next, the client is led from the dashboard back to the shop for a further
acquaintance via Skype-a-consultant. During the Skype session the consultant talks the client

TOUCHPOINTS

through the dashboard and provides further context. "Wow" the customer thinks, "this is only the
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ﬁrst contact but we’re talking real stuff!". Then it is a small step for the consultant to get a day
booked to explain a number of solutions, implementation alternatives, reference cases and costs
back. Note that the client already pays for your sales process.
LEARN - CLIENTS UNDERSTAND THAT YOU ARE DIFFERENT

SCOPE

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION

Dashboards per team

A-consultant-for-a-day

Web shop

Marketing Campaign

Test assessment

Skype-a-consultant
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2. THE LIKE JOURNEY

And then … it’s time for the implementation phase!

Now it's time for the Like journey: getting started with a real project! After the opening moves in the

Realtime benchmark feedback let teams (or individual employees) know how they do relative to other

Learn journey the client wants to continue to work with you. The client is going to get acquainted with
your subject matter expertise. The ﬁrst day that the consultant was booked (the end of the Learn
journey) is a beautiful prelude to the Like journey! The consultant takes the client back to the shop
and discusses the client reviews that are already there: the power of social currency. The client gets
access to an online assessment and can tailor the assessment himself through an assessment wizard.
Obviously, as automated consultancy allows near-unlimited scaling, the entire organization can be
asked to participate. Dashboards per team ensure a rapid 360° analysis of the organization.
Next, artiﬁcial intelligence compares in real-time improvement scenarios and the client himself can

respondents. Contextual help and clickstream-driven reminders assist the manager or employee when
certain scores or click behavior gets outside a certain bandwidth. This can be done very carefully and
in a mild form: nudging (our November 2019 AMAIZE was fully dedicated to nudging). A.I. can nudge
managers to Do-It-Yourself workshops or other content, or may suggest a Skype call or a few extra
consulting days. The Love journey looks like this:
LOVE - CLIENTS ADMIRE YOUR APPROACH
Assessment Wizard

Do-It-Yourself workshop

Organizational 360°

Client reviews

Dashboard per team

Segment benchmarks

Like journey looks like this:

Dashboard per employee

Nudging

Smaller clients fully automated

Link questionnaire with KPI’s

LIKE - CLIENTS EXPERIENCE YOUR EXPERTISE

Web shop

Predict on employee level

Ask everyone

Marketing campaign

Real-time benchmark

Discount vouchers

Contextual help

Free Analysis – Paid Solution

A-consultant-for-a-day

A.I. sets smart targets

play with the results. The chosen improvement scenario reverts to the dashboards per employee.
Managers can start implementing this improvement scenario using Do-It-Yourself workshops or book
additional consulting days. The evaluation takes place online by means of a new client review. The

Assessment Wizard

Ask everyone

Organizational 360°

A-consultant-for-a-day

Dashboard per team

Do-It-Yourself workshop

Dashboard per employee

Client reviews

Web shop

A.I. sets smart targets

3. THE LOVE JOURNEY

Follow-on suggestions

Of course there are many more journeys to think of than Learn, Like and Love. Go ahead, design your
own journey! Using the touch points as we have explained here and combine them freely with other
touch points as webinars, client breakfasts, white papers, events, etc.

Well, if you're so close with the client, it's time to reward the client relationship with the Love journey.
Like is ﬁne; Love is better. The results of the ﬁrst Like journeys with a number of clients translates into
segment-wide benchmarks. And you've already had so many respondents that you can do predictions on individual employees. In short, your authority translates into deep, data-driven, predictive
insights about your segment. Nice topic for that next marketing campaign of yours. Clients for whom
you are the trusted advisor will have subscriptions and discounts or enjoy a FAPS (Free Analysis but
they have Pay for the Solution). Smaller clients will enjoy assessment in a default setting while the
larger clients use the assessment wizard for customization.
And as with the Like journey there are dashboards per team, artiﬁcial intelligence that compare
improvement alternatives and dashboards per employee.
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PACK YOUR BAGS! WE’RE GOING
C.R.E.E.P.

TOUCHPOINTS

ON A CUSTOMER JOURNEY!
PRAIORITIZE

TOUCHPOINTS

(CALL.RHETORICS.EXAMINATION.EXCEL.POWERPOINT)

ARCHITECTUUR
Wizard: de klant maakt op maat

ARCHITECTURE
Assessment Wizard

BUSINESS MODEL
Powerpoint presentatie
Snelle 360° van de organisatie
Dashboards per team
Dashboards per medewerker
Kleinere klanten vol-automatisch

BUSINESS MODEL
Powerpoint presentation
Organizational 360°
Dashboards per team
Dashboards per employee
Smaller clients fully automated

COMMUNICATIE
Belletje naar de klant
Lullepot (koffie drinken)
Online winkel
Test assessment
Vraag iedereen in de organisatie
Realtime benchmark feedback
Contextual help
Boek-een-dag-consulting
Do-It-Yourself workshop
Client reviews

COMMUNICATION
Client Calls*
Rhetorics (doing coffee)*
Web shop
Test assessment
Ask everyone
Realtime benchmark
Contextual help
A-consultant-for-a-day
Do-It-Yourself workshop
Client reviews

DATA
Junior maakt Excel
Segment-brede benchmarks
Clickstream-driven reminder
Link vragenlijst met KPI’s
Voorspel op medewerker niveau

DATA
Junior produces an Excel
Segment benchmarks
Nudging
Link questionnaire with KPI’s
Predict on employee level

EURO’S
Marketing campagne
Kortingscoupon
Analyse-gratis, oplossing-betaald

EUROS
Marketing campaign
Discount vouchers
Free Analysis - Paid Solution

FEATURES
A.I. -> 4 x slimmere doelstellingen
Vervolgsuggesties (segment )

FEATURES
A.I. sets smart targets
Follow-on suggestions

GOVERNANCE
Skype-a-consultant

GOVERNANCE
Skype-a-consultant

HRM
Interview

HRM
Interview

(FULL CUSTOMER JOURNEY INCL. THE LEARN, LIKE & LOVE JOURNEYS)

LEARN journey
LIKE journey
LOVE journey

* random throughout entire journey.

SCOPE

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

LEARN

DESIGN
ANALYSIS
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EVALUATION
IMPLEMENTATION

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

DESIGN
ANALYSIS

EVALUATION
IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION

100%

(CLIENTS ADMIRE YOUR APPROACH)

Assessment Wizard
Organizational 360°
Dashboard per team
Dashboard per employee
Smaller clients fully automated
Web shop
Ask everyone
Real-time benchmark
Contextual help
A-consultant-for-a-day
Do-It-Yourself workshop
Client reviews
Segment benchmarks
Nudging
Link questionnaire with KPI’s
Predict on employee level
Marketing campaign
Discount vouchers
Free Analysis – Paid Solution
A.I. sets smart targets
Follow-on suggestions

SCOPE

IMPLEMENTATION

USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

LOVE

(CLIENTS EXPERIENCE YOUR EXPERTISE)

Assessment Wizard
Organizational 360°
Dashboard per team
Dashboard per employee
Web shop
Ask everyone
A-consultant-for-a-day
Do-It-Yourself workshop
Client reviews
A.I. sets smart targets

SCOPE

SCOPE

LIKE

(CLIENTS UNDERSTAND THAT YOU ARE DIFFERENT)

Dashboards per team
Web shop
Test assessment
A-consultant-for-a-day
Marketing Campaign
Skype-a-consultant

EVALUATION

75%

50%

25%

SCOPE

DESIGN
ANALYSIS

EVALUATION
IMPLEMENTATION

USE OF ONLINE COMMUNICATION
100%

75%

50%

SCOPE

DESIGN
ANALYSIS

EVALUATION

25%

IMPLEMENTATION
SCOPE

DESIGN
ANALYSIS

EVALUATION
IMPLEMENTATION
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CONSULTANCY FIRMS FACE
“UNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES”
The COVID-19 crisis has been unusual in its impact on the consulting industry, not simply in
terms of its scale, but because the modern world is sailing in unchartered waters.
Despite genuinely laudable attempts by strategy ﬁrms to give business leaders tools to help
them navigate the crisis, they’re not in a position to reduce uncertainty. Moreover, as hopes
of a quick and clean end to the crisis evaporate, there’s clearly a danger that clients, and by
extension the consulting ﬁrms who service them, will be paralysed.
Read the full analysis in which London-based consultancy think tank Source Global Research
predicts the consultancy market will shrink with 20% in 2020.
https://reports.sourceglobalresearch.com/portal/covid19/latest

Source Global Research serves the world's leading professional services ﬁrms and their clients
with expert analysis, insights and data. Check us at www.sourceglobalresearch.com

